Background {#Sec1}
==========

According to the World Alzheimer Report 2015 released by Alzheimer's Disease International (ADI), 900 million people aged 60 years or above are now living worldwide, with this number expected to increase by 138--239% in middle-income countries such as China between 2015 and 2050 \[[@CR1]\]. This is a noteworthy estimation given that normal aging is accompanied by deterioration across a spectrum of cognitive functions related to memory, attention, executive function, processing speed, and so on \[[@CR2]\]. As a chronic and progressive neurodegenerative disorder that is strongly age-associated, dementia involves a severe loss of cognitive function beyond the normal aging process \[[@CR3]\]. It can impede independent living and impose considerable personal, social, and economic burdens. Age-related cognitive impairment and the global impact of dementia has become a priority public health issue considering that the aging population constitutes a rapidly increasing proportion of the total population \[[@CR4]\]. In the absence of an effective treatment, there is a responsibility for researchers to develop strategies to reduce the risk and slow the progression associated with mental aging.

Research on age-related cognitive impairment has shown that assessment of cognitive performance over the lifespan is a heterogeneous process \[[@CR5]\]. On one hand, advanced age conveys positive influences on verbal abilities and production, and implicit and autobiographical memory due to growing knowledge and life experience. On the other hand, advanced age also conveys negative influences on processing speed, explicit memory, and verbal fluency due to age-related deterioration of the brain \[[@CR6]\]. Diversity in cognitive performance and different rates of cognitive decline have been reported to be altered with regard to demographic characteristics, education, lifestyle, physical conditions, social engagement, and economic resources \[[@CR7]--[@CR9]\]. In fact, the influence of these sociodemographic characteristics on cognitive function is not homogeneous and they may interact with each other to yield distinctive patterns of cognitive performance. In particular, our previous studies have found that numerous cognitive scores were significantly different between men and women \[[@CR10]\]. Lifestyle risk factors for mild cognitive impairment (MCI) are also gender-specific, in which smoking was only significant in men \[[@CR11]\]. However, the gender-specific cognitive patterns and related risk factors are still under debate with respect to discrepant results across countries and are thus in need of further investigation. The elucidation of these different effects is crucial for understanding what determines healthy cognitive aging.

Including an estimated 218 million older people and 9.5 million people living with dementia, China has become a region with the most people living with dementia in 2015 \[[@CR1]\]. Given this, many studies focused on older individuals in different stages of dementia, such as MCI \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\]. Nevertheless, cognitive aging may begin in mid-life and has also been extensively investigated outside the context of dementia. Therefore, detection of cognitive decline in at-risk middle-aged and elderly groups has become a research priority \[[@CR15]\]. Making firm identification and diagnosis between normal aging, MCI, and different subtypes of dementia requires the use of normative standards. Unbiased identification and diagnosis requires an individual's cognitive performance to be compared to a normal sample from a comparable cognitively healthy population \[[@CR16]\]. However, most commonly used neuropsychological tests only have norms for elderly populations aged 60 years or above. The norms for cognitive function are relatively under-researched among Chinese middle-aged and elderly adults owing to the lack of large-scale community-based studies. It can be problematic to draw clinical inferences from normative studies only for elderly populations aged 60 years or above.

A large-scale community-based study in China, the Effects and Mechanisms of Cholesterol and Oxysterol on Alzheimer's disease (EMCOA) study, offers an opportunity to explore normal cognitive performance across the age spectrum of 50--70 years. This epidemiological investigation, begun in 2014, was primarily designed to prospectively determine the effects of dietary cholesterol and oxysterols on the incidence of Alzheimer's disease (AD)/MCI in the middle-aged and elderly population. The present study emerged to investigate gender-specific cognitive patterns, explore risk factors for global or domain-specific cognitive performance in men and women, respectively, and to establish reliable normative information in Chinese middle-aged and elderly adults.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Setting {#Sec3}
-------

The present study was within the framework of the EMCOA study, an ongoing community-based cohort study of Chinese adults aged 50--70 years living in three Chinese cities of Beijing, Linyi, and Jincheng, and was registered on the Chinese Clinical Trial Registry as ChiCTR-OOC-17011882. The baseline examination took place between January 2014 and December 2015 and follow-up examinations take place every 2 years. The project was conducted by a synergistic collaboration among the Capital Medical University, Linyi Health Examination Center affiliated with Linyi People's Hospital, Jincheng Health Examination Center affiliated with Jincheng People's Hospital, and several community-based health centers affiliated with Beijing Chaoyang District Center for Disease Control and Prevention. Eligibility criteria for the EMCOA study included adults aged 50--70 years with no history of neuropsychiatric disorders or neoplastic diseases (malignant and benign tumor growths, e.g. head-neck tumors, metastatic lung, or upper digestive tumors) \[[@CR17]\] and who simultaneously agreed to participate in the study. Exclusion criteria were as follows: 1) diagnosed with any neurodegenerative disease by neurologists (e.g., MCI or dementia); 2) suffering from cognitive impairment caused by depression, stroke, traumatic brain injury, or other severe organ dysfunction; 3) declined to participate in the study; 4) currently taking medication or dietary supplement to improve cognitive function; and 5) uncorrected visual or hearing impairment. The study protocols of the EMCOA study were reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of the Capital Medical University (2013SY35) and participants provided written informed consent.

Study population {#Sec4}
----------------

The present analysis is based on the information obtained at the baseline examination. A total of 5805 individuals responded to the invitation and agreed to participate in this study. After checking the participants, 1232 participants were excluded for the following reasons: 531 due to neuropsychiatric problems (e.g., dementia, depression, or cerebral aneurysm), 680 due to the participant's failure to complete the whole examination, and 21 due to other reasons. Finally, large cross-sectional data from 4573 middle-aged and elderly participants entered the study and were used for this analysis (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Of the 4573 participants, 2247 (49.1%) were men and 2326 (50.9%) were women.Fig. 1Study flow chart

Cognitive test battery {#Sec5}
----------------------

Participants underwent neuropsychological evaluation in a private and quiet room carried out by technicians with formal training. A battery of well-validated Chinese version tests that possess high inter- and intra-rater reliability were administered to assess cognitive performance. Audio tape recordings of standardized testing procedures were reviewed across study sites to ensure consistency. We included the following cognitive tests: the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) \[[@CR18]\]; the Montreal Cognitive Assessment Test (MoCA) \[[@CR19]\]; the Auditory Verbal Learning Test (AVLT) \[[@CR20]\] using summarized scores of immediate recall (AVLT-IR), short recall (AVLT-SR), and long recall (AVLT-LR); the Symbol Digit Modalities Test (SDMT) \[[@CR21]\]; the Wechsler Memory Scale Revised for China (WMS-RC) subtests Logical Memory Test---immediate recall (LMT-IR) \[[@CR22]\], Digit Span Forwards (DSF), and Digit Span Backwards (DSB) \[[@CR23]\]; the Trail Making Test (TMT) A and B \[[@CR24]\]; and the Stroop Color-Word Test-Interference Trial (SCWT-IT) \[[@CR25]\]. A detailed description of the procedure and modifications made to these measures can be found in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Supplementary methods and results.

Covariates {#Sec6}
----------

At enrollment, a questionnaire on sociodemographics (gender, date of birth, years of formal education, employment, monthly household income, etc.), lifestyle (residence status, reading habits, physical activity, smoking, drinking, etc.), and clinical data (past and family medical history) was used to obtain information from the participants and/or their family member. Details of covariates are shown in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

Data analysis {#Sec7}
-------------

Principal component analysis (PCA) with varimax rotation was employed as a data-reduction technique to obtain composite scores for specific cognitive domains. The analysis of covariance was used to compare cognitive patterns between men and women. Sociodemographic characteristics, lifestyle, and medical variables, as well as cognitive performance between men and women, are reported as mean (standard deviation (SD)), median (interquartile range), or frequency (percentage). Reported *p* values refer to the Student *t* test, Mann Whitney *U* test, Kruskal-Wallis test, or chi-square test as appropriate. We used multivariate linear regression analysis for global and domain-specific cognitive performance as continuous outcomes. All models were adjusted for potential risk factors (sociodemographic characteristics, lifestyle, and medical variables) and stratified by gender. Heterogeneity of risk factors between men and women was assessed as gender × risk factor interactions which were included in overall models with the main effect terms. For interactions in multiple testing, an adjusted *p* value \< 0.05, taking into account the false discovery rate (FDR) \[[@CR26]\], was considered as statistically significant. The norms of these cognitive tests were also established and stratified according to variables that most associated with cognitive performance, and the details are shown in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. All analyses were carried out using SPSS for Windows, version 23.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL USA) and statistical significance was set at *p* \< 0.05.

Results {#Sec8}
=======

Global and domain-specific cognitive performance {#Sec9}
------------------------------------------------

The means and SDs of all the cognitive tests are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. The PCA generated three principal components from 10 subtests with eigen values \> 1 which accounted for 64.83% of the total initial variance in cognitive test performance (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The compound scores were calculated subsequently for: 1) verbal memory; 2) attention/processing speed/executive function; and 3) cognitive flexibility. The first component, primarily comprised of immediate, short, and long recall of AVLT, was interpreted to reflect verbal memory. The second component was interpreted to reflect attention/processing speed/executive function, with SDMT, LMT-IR, TMT A and B, DSF, and DSB contributing substantially. The third component was interpreted with SCWT-IT to reflect cognitive flexibility. The means and SDs of the composite scores of the three specific domains used in the analyses are presented in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. All the cognitive tests had skewed distribution and the specific domains were symmetric.Table 1Cognitive tests of participantsCognitive testTotal numberMeanSDSkewMMSE449428.112.137−2.217MoCA451424.793.568−1.242AVLT-IR449515.22094.983770.265AVLT-SR44835.232.5220.040AVLT-LR44524.572.7590.127SDMT449233.6311.4530.158DSF39237.721.448−0.735DSB39204.031.292−0.302TMT-A448669.7527.2951.029TMT-B4452168.1670.1991.013LMT-IR442710.74085.10170−0.067SCWT-IT441040.250247223.1696465110.304Skew \> 0, positive skewed distribution; skew \< 0, negative skewed distribution*AVLT-IR* Auditory Verbal Learning Test---immediate recall, *AVLT-LR* Auditory Verbal Learning Test---long recall, *AVLT-SR* Auditory Verbal Learning Test---short recall, *DSB* digit span backwards, *DSF* digit span forwards, *MMSE* Mini-Mental State Examination, *MoCA* Montreal Cognitive Assessment, *SCWT-IT* Stroop Color-Word Test Interference Trial, *SDMT* Symbol Digit Modalities Test, *TMT* Trail Making Test, *LMT-IR* Logical Memory Test---immediate recallTable 2Principal components analysis for the cognitive subtestsCognitive subtestComponentsVerbal memoryAttention/processing speed/executive functionCognitive flexibilityAVLT-IR**0.859348**0.1786355−0.02420138AVLT-SR**0.925347**0.16565610.013152043AVLT-LR**0.919844**0.15865450.007458428SDMT0.268641**0.6900593**0.107590145DSF0.056095**0.5391598**−0.48831854DSB0.256134**0.5315925**−0.36294081TMT-A0.09689**0.7970535**0.091785669TMT-B0.110346**0.7881209**0.142030366LMT-IR0.427479**0.5010345**−0.13808383SCWT-IT0.0425780.2260081**0.759748898**Bold entries indicate measures with high loadings on each factor*AVLT-IR* Auditory Verbal Learning Test---immediate recall, *AVLT-LR* Auditory Verbal Learning Test---long recall, *AVLT-SR* Auditory Verbal Learning Test---short recall, *DSB* digit span backwards, *DSF* digit span forwards, *SCWT-IT* Stroop Color-Word Test Interference Trial, *SDMT* Symbol Digit Modalities Test, *TMT* Trail Making Test, *LMT-IR* Logical Memory Test---immediate recallTable 3Characteristics of cognitive domains in participantsCognitive domainTotal numberMeanSDSkewMemory performance36960.0001.0000.188Attention/processing speed/executive function36960.0001.000−0.624Cognitive flexibility36960.0001.0003.871Each cognitive domain is the mean of the composite scoresSkew \> 0, positive skewed distribution; skew \< 0, negative skewed distribution

Gender-specific cognitive patterns {#Sec10}
----------------------------------

Women scored better than men on verbal memory and cognitive flexibility, whereas men scored better on the MMSE, MoCA, and attention/processing speed/executive function (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}).Table 4Age group, education level, and cognitive performance between men and womenMen (*n* = 2247)Women (*n* = 2326)*p* valueAge group (years), *n* (%)0.086 50--54550 (24.5%)576 (24.8%) 55--59693 (30.8%)767 (33.0%) 60--64671 (29.9%)684 (29.4%) 65--70293 (13.0%)251 (10.8%)Education level, *n* (%)\< 0.001\*\* Elementary school218 (9.7%)551 (23.7%) Junior middle school666 (29.6%)818 (35.2%) Senior middle school678 (30.2%)619 (26.6%) college and above650 (28.9%)293 (12.6%)Global cognitive function, mean (IQR) MMSE29 (28, 30)26 (24, 28)\< 0.001\*\* MoCA28 (27, 30)25 (22, 27)\< 0.001\*\*Domain-specific cognitive function, mean (IQR) Verbal memory−0.10 (−0.73, 0.64)0.03 (−0.68, 0.73)0.003\* Attention/processing speed/executive function0.29 (−0.38, 0.77)−0.03 (−0.83, 0.59)\< 0.001\*\* Cognitive flexibility−0.08 (−0.63, 0.39)0.12 (−0.39, 0.67)\< 0.001\*\*Data shown as *n* (%) were compared between two groups using the chi-square testData with skewed distribution shown as median (interquartile range (IQR)) were compared between two groups using the Mann Whitney *U* test*MMSE* Mini-Mental State Examination, *MoCA* Montreal Cognitive Assessment∗*P* \< 0.05; ∗∗*P* \< 0.001

The gender-specific cognitive patterns are presented in Figs. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, which show mean levels and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of cognitive performance stratified by age or education. On one hand, the female cognitive advantage across all ages was significant for verbal memory performance. Age was significantly associated with each cognitive measure in both men and women. On the other hand, a significant gender discrepancy existed for education level, and women tended to be less educated. In the elementary school educated group, women performed significantly worse than men in MMSE, MoCA, and attention/processing speed/executive function. However, this difference was eliminated in those with a higher education. In the senior middle school and college and above educated group, women performed the same as men in the aforementioned cognitive performance and even better than men for verbal memory. With respect to cognitive flexibility, women achieved significantly higher scores than men only for junior and senior middle school education.Fig. 2Gender-specific age effects on **a** Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), **b** Montreal Cognitive Assessment Test (MoCA), **c** verbal memory, **d** attention/processing speed/executive function, and **e** cognitive flexibility. The *x* axis represents age in 5-year groups and the *y* axis represents the scores. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Estimates are adjusted for level of educationFig. 3Gender-specific education effects on **a** Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), **b** Montreal Cognitive Assessment Test (MoCA), **c** verbal memory, **d** attention/processing speed/executive function, and **e** cognitive flexibility. The *x* axis represents education levels and the *y* axis represents the scores. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Estimates are adjusted for age

Gender-specific risk factors for cognitive performance {#Sec11}
------------------------------------------------------

The comparison of sociodemographic characteristics, lifestyle, and medical variables between men and women are provided in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. Compared with men, women included in our analysis were slightly younger (*p* = 0.04) and less likely to be engaged in white-collar work (*p* \< 0.001). Women also reported lower education (*p* \< 0.001) and income (*p* \< 0.001). Meanwhile, a higher prevalence of being overweight and a lower prevalence of underweight body mass index (BMI) was observed in men compared with women (*p* \< 0.001). With regard to lifestyle, men were more likely than women to be current smokers (*p* \< 0.001) and to report current alcohol use and reading habits (*p* \< 0.001). Differences in disease prevalence were such that men were more likely than women to report diabetes (*p* \< 0.001), hypertension (*p* \< 0.001), and coronary heart disease (*p* \< 0.001), whereas women were more likely to have a family history of dementia (*p* = 0.039).Table 5General characteristics of the participantsMenWomen*p* valueNumber, *n* (%)2247 (49.1%)2326 (50.9%)--Sociodemographic characteristics Age (years), median (IQR)59 (55, 62)58 (54, 62)0.045\* Education (years), median (IQR)12 (9, 15)9 (9, 12)\< 0.001\*\* Occupation, *n* (%)\< 0.001\*\*  Manual work452 (20.1%)723 (31.1%)  White-collar work921 (41.0%)453 (19.5%) Monthly income, *n* (%)\< 0.001\*\*  Low607 (27.0%)868 (37.3%)  Medium734 (32.7%)722 (31.1%)  High906 (40.3%)736 (31.6%) BMI (kg/m^2^), mean ± SD25.38 ± 3.1224.59 ± 3.16\< 0.001\*\* BMI group, *n* (%)\< 0.001\*\*  Underweight19 (0.8%)27 (1.16%)  Normal weight992 (44.1%)1268 (54.5%)  Overweight1018 (45.3%)805 (34.6%)  Obese218 (9.7%)226 (9.7%)Lifestyle, *n* (%) Solitude42 (1.9%)45 (1.9%)0.871 Reading habits1450 (64.5%)1125 (48.4%)\< 0.001\*\* Physically active1612 (71.7%)1712 (73.6%)0.158 Current smoker973 (43.3%)62 (2.7%)\< 0.001\*\* Current drinker1123 (50.0%)127 (5.5%)\< 0.001\*\*Medical history, *n* (%) Diabetes372 (16.6%)281 (12.1%)\< 0.001\*\* Hypertension784 (34.9%)664 (28.5%)\< 0.001\*\* Hyperlipidemia476 (21.2%)494 (21.2%)0.964 Stroke32 (1.4%)26 (1.1%)0.355 Coronary heart disease203 (9.0%)140 (6.0%)\< 0.001\*\* Family history of dementia160 (7.1%)204 (8.8%)0.039\*Data shown as median (interquartile range (IQR)) were compared between two groups using the Mann Whitney *U* testData shown as mean ± standard deviation (SD) were compared between two groups using the Student *t* testData shown as *n* (%) were compared between two groups using the chi-square test*BMI* body mass index∗*P* \< 0.05; ∗∗*P* \< 0.001

We examined the gender-specific risk factors on cognitive performance using multivariate analysis (Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}) and found that sociodemographic, lifestyle, and medical variables had different effects on cognitive performance in men and women. For sociodemographic characteristics, male global and domain-specific cognitive performance was positively associated with education, intellectual occupation, and higher monthly income, whereas it was negatively associated with age. Similarly, female cognitive performance was also positively associated with education and a white-collar occupation and negatively associated with age. Furthermore, being underweight and obesity also negatively impacted female verbal memory and attention/processing speed/executive function. For lifestyle, both male and female global cognitive performance and verbal memory benefited from reading habits. Meanwhile, solitude and smoking were negatively associated with male global cognitive score and verbal memory while being physically active had a positive influence on male attention/processing speed/executive function. For medical variables, diabetes and coronary heart disease were associated with lower verbal memory score in men, hypertension was associated with lower MoCA scores in women, and stroke was associated with a lower MMSE score in men and cognitive flexibility score in women. Significant differences between men and women were observed for an association of years of education with MMSE, MoCA, and attention/processing speed/executive function. The effects of increased education years on general cognition and attention/processing speed/executive function were significantly greater in women than men (*p* \< 0.001 for interaction, and *p* \< 0.05 after FDR adjustment).Table 6Gender-specific associations of sociodemographic characteristics, lifestyle, and medical history with cognitive performanceMMSE*p* ^*a*^MoCA*p*Verbal memory*p*Attention/processing speed/executive function*p*Cognitive flexibility*p*MenWomenMenWomenMenWomenMenWomenMenWomenSociodemographic characteristics Age−0.038−0.0310.446−0.078\*−0.0630.327−0.054−0.114\*0.187−0.185\*\*−0.110\*0.923−0.096\*−0.0420.311 Education years0.163\*\*0.308\*\*\< 0.001^\#^0.225\*\*0.369\*\*\< 0.001^\#^0.0870.196\*\*0.2260.253\*\*0.403\*\*\< 0.001^\#^−0.08−0.0370.128 Occupation  Manual workRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRef  White-collar work0.010.0670.0690.110\*0.0660.1180.100\*0.0810.9540.104\*0.155\*\*0.006−0.0070.0040.114 Monthly income  LowRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRef  Medium0.133\*0.0690.6560.083\*0.0580.5570.0260.0430.4010.055−0.0040.9950.107\*−0.0080.933  High0.179\*\*0.0580.960.137\*0.0560.8880.133\*0.0630.3060.069−0.0230.5890.157\*−0.0640.059 Body mass index  HealthyRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRefRef  Underweight0.008−0.0030.939−0.001−0.0040.807−0.021−0.101\*0.222−0.0120.0340.1980.0020.090.133  Overweight0.041−0.0360.4260.042−0.0630.0340.092−0.0150.316−0.029−0.0490.7780.0210.020.295  Obesity0.076−0.0390.1110.0730.0110.930.085−0.0230.271−0.038−0.073\*0.243−0.0380.0520.078Lifestyle Solitude−0.0430.0510.045−0.095\*0.0050.045−0.0130.0280.4150.0070.0070.929−0.0090.0260.271 Reading habits0.079\*0.097\*0.1130.169\*\*0.185\*\*0.0510.143\*\*0.123\*0.729−0.0020.0560.0220.031−0.1180.057 Physically active0.015−0.0630.295−0.046−0.070.726−0.038−0.0530.8920.100\*0.0460.9170.029−0.0190.343 Current smoker−0.074\*−0.0230.984−0.058\*−0.0010.467−0.102\*−0.0010.2−0.016−0.0020.894−0.0570.0190.277 Current drinker0.0550.0120.9220.0590.0420.40.0630.0640.2810.014−0.0010.9960.015−0.0150.61Medical history Diabetes−0.009−0.010.9610.002−0.0020.967−0.071\*−0.0210.487−0.008−0.0310.5590.002−0.0370.548 Hypertension−0.007−0.0470.343−0.048−0.074\*0.343−0.036−0.0360.8520.014−0.0480.08−0.053−0.0020.245 Hyperlipidemia−0.0040.0210.2850.0150.0210.4630.0320.0070.9970.0170.0670.2820.010.0740.257 Stroke−0.106\*−0.0060.063−0.0350.0010.475−0.0140.0420.234−0.002−0.0430.2840.031−0.100\*0.061 Coronary heart disease−0.0560.050.023−0.0530.030.081−0.142\*\*−0.0270.0690.0820.0430.6020.0180.0110.79 Family history of dementia−0.0410.0130.207−0.010.0170.4460.0130.0410.612−0.0260.0220.309−0.056−0.0560.989Multivariate linear regression analysis with the enter method was performed on all variables and standardized regression coefficients are presented*MMSE* Mini-Mental State Examination, *MoCA* Montreal Cognitive Assessment^a^*p* for interactions\**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.001; false discovery rate adjusted ^\#^*P* \< 0.05

Development of normative data for 12 cognitive tests and related *z* score {#Sec12}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The predictive scores and normative data were developed based on three variables of age, gender, and education from multivariate regression models (Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}). The equations are shown in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and the regression coefficients are presented in Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}. Next, the predictive scores were used to generate demographically adjusted *z* scores which can be converted to a percentile that indicates the individual's cognitive performance among peers of comparable age, gender, and education. The normative data of 12 cognitive tests were determined and stratified by age, gender, and education (Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}, Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}-[l](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the reference cut-off values are also shown (Table [10](#Tab10){ref-type="table"}) to define cognitive impairment.Table 7Proportion of variance accounted for cognitive performance in linear regression analyses for 12 cognitive testsCognitive testsModel 1Model 2△ *R*^2^MMSE0.1500.1760.026MoCA0.2550.3140.059AVLT-IR0.1240.1610.037AVLT-SR0.1180.160.042AVLT-LR0.1180.1680.050SDMT0.2790.3040.025DSF0.0840.1080.024DSB0.1400.1590.019TMT-A0.2140.2320.018TMT-B0.1720.1930.021LMT-IR0.2010.2420.041SCWT-IT0.0160.0180.002The values represent the proportion of variance (*R*^2^) in the regression modelIn model 1, the linear regression analysis was performed only on age, gender, and educationIn model 2, the linear regression analysis was performed on all the sociodemographic, lifestyle, and medical variablesBoth models used the enter method*AVLT-IR* Auditory Verbal Learning Test---immediate recall, *AVLT-LR* Auditory Verbal Learning Test---long recall, *AVLT-SR* Auditory Verbal Learning Test---short recall, *DSB* digit span backwards, *DSF* digit span forwards, *MMSE* Mini-Mental State Examination, *MoCA* Montreal Cognitive Assessment, *SCWT-IT* Stroop Color-Word Test Interference Trial, *SDMT* Symbol Digit Modalities Test, *TMT* Trail Making Test, *LMT-IR* Logical Memory Test---immediate recallTable 8Regression coefficients of the normative data equationsCognitive testsGenderAgeEducationGender × ageGender × educationAge × educationAge^2^Education^2^ConstantMMSE−1.041--0.084--0.078------27.599MoCA0.127--0.233−0.0310.127------23.136AVLT-IR----0.282--0.11--−0.001--12.727AVLT-SR--------0.06--−0.0010.0065.028AVLT-LR--------0.057--−0.0010.0074.505SDMT−5.477−0.3230.461--0.681------45.41DSF----0.186----−0.001----6.502DSB−0.391−0.019----0.026----0.0044.864TMT-A24.6015.309----−1.877--−0.039--−114.999TMT-B------0.969−4.493------152.416LMT-IR−1.751------0.129----0.0199.071SCWT-IT−0.277------0.0050.001--−0.0043.686The values represented unstandardized regression coefficient*AVLT-IR* Auditory Verbal Learning Test---immediate recall, *AVLT-LR* Auditory Verbal Learning Test---long recall, *AVLT-SR* Auditory Verbal Learning Test---short recall, *DSB* digit span backwards, *DSF* digit span forwards, *MMSE* Mini-Mental State Examination, *MoCA* Montreal Cognitive Assessment, *SCWT-IT* Stroop Color-Word Test Interference Trial, *SDMT* Symbol Digit Modalities Test, *TMT* Trail Making Test, *LMT-IR* Logical Memory Test---immediate recallTable 9Regression-based normative data of cognitive performance stratified by age, gender, and education as appropriateEducation levelElementary schoolJunior middle schoolSenior middle schoolCollege and aboveAgeMaleFemaleMaleFemaleMaleFemaleMaleFemaleMMSE50--5427.19 ± 0.4726.74 ± 0.5128.01 ± 0.0027.67 ± 0.0028.49 ± 0.0028.38 ± 0.0029.06 ± 0.0829.21 ± 0.1255--5927.38 ± 0.3526.66 ± 0.5828.01 ± 0.0027.67 ± 0.0028.49 ± 0.0028.38 ± 0.0029.04 ± 0.0829.21 ± 0.1260--6427.42 ± 0.3026.76 ± 0.4828.01 ± 0.0027.67 ± 0.0028.49 ± 0.0028.38 ± 0.0029.03 ± 0.0829.19 ± 0.1265--7027.45 ± 0.2626.72 ± 0.5328.01 ± 0.0027.67 ± 0.0028.49 ± 0.0028.38 ± 0.0029.02 ± 0.0729.20 ± 0.12MoCA50--5422.91 ± 1.0622.32 ± 1.0424.75 ± 0.0424.25 ± 0.0825.81 ± 0.0425.69 ± 0.0827.10 ± 0.1927.40 ± 0.2555--5923.18 ± 0.7721.88 ± 1.1824.58 ± 0.0423.94 ± 0.0825.67 ± 0.0425.42 ± 0.0926.89 ± 0.1827.12 ± 0.2760--6423.12 ± 0.6821.79 ± 1.0024.43 ± 0.0423.65 ± 0.0925.53 ± 0.0525.13 ± 0.0926.74 ± 0.1826.78 ± 0.2465--7023.05 ± 0.5821.42 ± 1.0724.29 ± 0.0523.35 ± 0.1025.37 ± 0.0524.84 ± 0.0926.54 ± 0.1726.47 ± 0.27AVLT-IR50--5412.54 ± 1.1513.52 ± 1.0714.53 ± 0.0915.50 ± 0.0815.67 ± 0.0816.99 ± 0.0817.08 ± 0.2318.75 ± 0.2655--5912.63 ± 0.8313.05 ± 1.2114.16 ± 0.1015.17 ± 0.1015.36 ± 0.1016.70 ± 0.1016.67 ± 0.2218.44 ± 0.2960--6412.28 ± 0.7512.90 ± 1.0313.79 ± 0.1114.82 ± 0.1115.02 ± 0.1116.35 ± 0.1116.33 ± 0.2218.04 ± 0.2565--7012.09 ± 0.6412.44 ± 1.1013.43 ± 0.1514.43 ± 0.1314.61 ± 0.1315.97 ± 0.1215.87 ± 0.2417.63 ± 0.28AVLT-SR50--544.25 ± 0.284.64 ± 0.334.91 ± 0.065.44 ± 0.065.45 ± 0.056.17 ± 0.056.28 ± 0.157.18 ± 0.1655--594.11 ± 0.214.38 ± 0.384.66 ± 0.075.21 ± 0.075.24 ± 0.075.97 ± 0.076.01 ± 0.146.97 ± 0.1860--643.91 ± 0.204.21 ± 0.334.42 ± 0.074.97 ± 0.075.02 ± 0.085.74 ± 0.075.78 ± 0.156.71 ± 0.1565--703.68 ± 0.193.93 ± 0.344.17 ± 0.104.71 ± 0.094.74 ± 0.095.48 ± 0.085.47 ± 0.166.43 ± 0.19AVLT-LR50--543.57 ± 0.303.94 ± 0.344.27 ± 0.074.77 ± 0.064.86 ± 0.065.55 ± 0.065.78 ± 0.166.65 ± 0.1855--593.39 ± 0.223.65 ± 0.383.99 ± 0.084.51 ± 0.084.62 ± 0.085.32 ± 0.085.47 ± 0.166.40 ± 0.2060--643.15 ± 0.213.44 ± 0.333.70 ± 0.094.24 ± 0.084.36 ± 0.095.05 ± 0.085.21 ± 0.166.10 ± 0.1765--702.89 ± 0.203.12 ± 0.353.42 ± 0.113.94 ± 0.104.04 ± 0.104.76 ± 0.104.85 ± 0.185.78 ± 0.21SDMT50--5427.67 ± 3.3426.70 ± 3.8833.38 ± 0.4633.95 ± 0.4036.64 ± 0.3939.35 ± 0.3940.81 ± 0.7645.76 ± 0.9755--5927.18 ± 2.4324.68 ± 4.4031.68 ± 0.4432.38 ± 0.4435.20 ± 0.4637.96 ± 0.4539.02 ± 0.7444.27 ± 1.0960--6426.00 ± 2.2223.91 ± 3.7430.10 ± 0.4630.88 ± 0.4533.74 ± 0.4736.46 ± 0.4537.57 ± 0.7342.62 ± 0.9165--7024.76 ± 1.9222.11 ± 4.0028.66 ± 0.5629.34 ± 0.5032.12 ± 0.4934.95 ± 0.4835.76 ± 0.8040.98 ± 1.09DSF50--546.98 ± 0.367.12 ± 0.267.61 ± 0.027.60 ± 0.017.97 ± 0.027.97 ± 0.028.41 ± 0.078.40 ± 0.0655--597.10 ± 0.257.06 ± 0.287.55 ± 0.017.55 ± 0.017.90 ± 0.027.90 ± 0.028.29 ± 0.068.31 ± 0.0760--647.09 ± 0.217.08 ± 0.227.49 ± 0.027.50 ± 0.027.84 ± 0.027.84 ± 0.028.21 ± 0.068.21 ± 0.0665--707.09 ± 0.177.03 ± 0.237.45 ± 0.027.45 ± 0.027.76 ± 0.027.77 ± 0.028.01 ± 0.068.12 ± 0.06DSB50--543.68 ± 0.143.46 ± 0.164.01 ± 0.033.85 ± 0.024.31 ± 0.024.23 ± 0.024.75 ± 0.084.76 ± 0.0855--593.63 ± 0.103.35 ± 0.183.91 ± 0.033.76 ± 0.034.22 ± 0.034.15 ± 0.034.64 ± 0.074.67 ± 0.0960--643.56 ± 0.103.29 ± 0.153.82 ± 0.033.67 ± 0.034.14 ± 0.034.06 ± 0.034.55 ± 0.074.57 ± 0.0865--703.48 ± 0.083.19 ± 0.163.74 ± 0.033.58 ± 0.034.04 ± 0.033.97 ± 0.034.44 ± 0.074.48 ± 0.09TMT-A50--5473.20 ± 5.6186.91 ± 8.0263.65 ± 1.7971.67 ± 1.5858.69 ± 1.5160.69 ± 1.5051.49 ± 1.9947.32 ± 2.3455--5976.71 ± 4.0392.67 ± 9.0769.24 ± 1.1876.81 ± 1.1863.34 ± 1.2665.24 ± 1.2357.11 ± 1.5852.26 ± 2.4060--6479.22 ± 3.6393.31 ± 7.6772.48 ± 0.6979.99 ± 0.6966.51 ± 0.7368.55 ± 0.7060.23 ± 1.1855.86 ± 1.8265--7080.25 ± 2.9896.41 ± 8.3073.80 ± 0.1881.52 ± 0.1768.18 ± 0.1670.20 ± 0.1862.06 ± 0.8757.45 ± 1.93TMT-B50--54185.28 ± 13.15208.77 ± 19.14162.40 ± 1.37172.83 ± 2.43149.42 ± 1.17146.31 ± 2.32133.17 ± 2.74114.61 ± 4.9355--59185.13 ± 9.54220.24 ± 21.71167.50 ± 1.31182.26 ± 2.61153.73 ± 1.38154.64 ± 2.68138.67 ± 2.64123.53 ± 5.6260--64188.41 ± 8.62225.69 ± 18.55172.22 ± 1.37191.23 ± 2.68158.10 ± 1.39163.61 ± 2.70143.05 ± 2.63133.24 ± 4.6765--70191.91 ± 7.39236.12 ± 19.69176.56 ± 1.69200.48 ± 2.97162.97 ± 1.47172.66 ± 2.85148.55 ± 2.74143.10 ± 5.74LMT-IR50--548.26 ± 0.717.28 ± 0.979.99 ± 0.009.40 ± 0.0011.56 ± 0.0011.35 ± 0.0013.83 ± 0.3513.64 ± 0.0055--598.56 ± 0.527.46 ± 0.799.99 ± 0.009.40 ± 0.0011.56 ± 0.0011.35 ± 0.0013.73 ± 0.3414.03 ± 0.4260--648.61 ± 0.457.34 ± 0.899.99 ± 0.009.40 ± 0.0011.56 ± 0.0011.35 ± 0.0013.70 ± 0.3414.04 ± 0.4265--708.66 ± 0.387.50 ± 0.759.99 ± 0.009.40 ± 0.0011.56 ± 0.0011.35 ± 0.0013.64 ± 0.3113.96 ± 0.41SCWT-IT50--5435.18 ± 3.7430.32 ± 3.1038.31 ± 0.4133.42 ± 0.3236.47 ± 0.4533.24 ± 0.4131.26 ± 1.0830.20 ± 0.7455--5937.66 ± 3.1130.43 ± 3.7939.89 ± 0.4134.69 ± 0.3638.16 ± 0.5634.73 ± 0.4933.65 ± 1.0632.10 ± 0.8860--6438.78 ± 3.0031.78 ± 3.4541.40 ± 0.4535.94 ± 0.3839.96 ± 0.5936.41 ± 0.5235.67 ± 1.0734.19 ± 0.7465--7039.97 ± 2.8032.13 ± 4.0742.85 ± 0.5737.28 ± 0.4442.07 ± 0.6638.19 ± 0.5838.37 ± 1.1936.58 ± 1.00Predictors in final multivariate linear regression analysis were age, gender and level of education*AVLT-IR* Auditory Verbal Learning Test---immediate recall, *AVLT-LR* Auditory Verbal Learning Test---long recall, *AVLT-SR* Auditory Verbal Learning Test---short recall, *DSB* digit span backwards, *DSF* digit span forwards, *MMSE* Mini-Mental State Examination, *MoCA* Montreal Cognitive Assessment, *SCWT-IT* Stroop Color-Word Test Interference Trial, *SDMT* Symbol Digit Modalities Test, *TMT* Trail Making Test, *LMT-IR* Logical Memory Test---immediate recallFig. 4Gender-, age-, and education-adjusted norms of (**a**) Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), (**b**) Montreal Cognitive Assessment Test (MoCA), (**c**) Auditory Verbal Learning Test---immediate recall (AVLT-IR), and (**d**) Auditory Verbal Learning Test---short recall (AVLT-SR). Gender-, age-, and education-adjusted norms of (**e**) Auditory Verbal Learning Test---long recall (AVLT-LR), (**f**) Symbol Digit Modalities Test (SDMT), (**g**) Digit span forwards (DSF), and (**h**) Digit span backwards (DSB). Gender-, age-, and education-adjusted norms of (**i**) Trail Making Test (TMT)-A, (**j**) TMT-B, (**k**) Logical Memory Test---immediate recall (LMT-IR), and (**l**) Stroop Color-Word Test Interference Trial (SCWT-IT)Table 10Age-, gender-, and education-specific reference values for cognitive testsEducation levelElementary schoolJunior middle schoolSenior middle schoolCollege and aboveAgeMenWomenMenWomenMenWomenMenWomenMMSE50--54242425252525262655--59242425252525262660--64242425252525262665--702424252525252626MoCA50--54181820202121222355--59181720192121222260--64181720192120222265--701817201921202222AVLT-IR50--546788910101255--596678810101160--6456788991165--70556789911AVLT-SR50--541112233455--591112222360--640111122365--7000111223AVLT-LR50--540001122355--590001112260--640000011265--7000000112SDMT50--54131219192225263155--59121017182023243060--6411915161922232865--70107141517202126DSF50--545566666655--595555666660--645555666665--7055556666DSB50--542222223355--592222223360--642122223365--7021222233TMT-A50--541101231001089597888455--59113129106113100102938960--64116130109116103105979265--701171331101181051079894TMT-B50--5428130525826924524222921055--5928131626327825025123521960--6428432126828725425923922965--70288332213296259269244239LMT-IR50--541032547755--5920.532547760--642032547765--7020.5325477SCWT-IT50--54786786758274696755--59836789788578757260--64867092808981797665--708971968394858682Age-, gender-, and education-specific reference values were defined as 1.5 times root mean square error (RMSE) under the mean of normative score for MMSE, MoCA, AVLT-IR, AVLT-SR, AVLT-LR, SDMT, DSF, DSB, and LMT-IR, and 1.5 times RMSE above the mean of normative score for TMT-A, TMT-B, and SCWT-IT*AVLT-IR* Auditory Verbal Learning Test---immediate recall, *AVLT-LR* Auditory Verbal Learning Test---long recall, *AVLT-SR* Auditory Verbal Learning Test---short recall, *DSB* digit span backwards, *DSF* digit span forwards, *MMSE* Mini-Mental State Examination, *MoCA* Montreal Cognitive Assessment, *SCWT-IT* Stroop Color-Word Test Interference Trial, *SDMT* Symbol Digit Modalities Test, *TMT* Trail Making Test, *LMT-IR* Logical Memory Test---immediate recall

Discussion {#Sec13}
==========

This large community-based study in three Chinese areas is among the first to: 1) examine gender-specific cognitive patterns; 2) explore the gender-specific risk and protective factors; and 3) establish age-, gender-, and education-specific normative data for 12 cognitive tests among a Chinese middle-aged and elderly population. Prior studies mostly employed single or limited cognitive measures and smaller samples to establish restricted normative data \[[@CR27]--[@CR29]\]. Consequently, they may not capture the wide range of cognitive function needed to reflect early changes in mid-life with gender-specific initial ability levels. Thus, encompassing and comparing a wide spectrum of cognitive function may be particularly valuable in identifying modifiable risk factors and critical periods of cognitive impairment following mid-life.

Gender-specific cognitive patterns {#Sec14}
----------------------------------

An increasing number of studies carried out in Chinese populations have shown gender-specific cognitive patterns both in China and abroad \[[@CR30]--[@CR33]\]. The rate of global cognitive decline was faster among females than males according to MMSE \[[@CR30]\]. In agreement with the Rotterdam Study \[[@CR34]\], our study also did not find a rapid change in MMSE score until the age of 70 years which suggests an increased need to pay more attention to a wider range of cognitive domains since the global cognition may be stable before the age of 70 years.

Significant gender disparities were observed in three cognitive domains across different age and education groups. With respect to verbal memory, our results were partially congruent with a growing literature that suggest women perform better than men \[[@CR35]--[@CR38]\]. Interestingly, it has been reported that a female advantage in verbal memory remains consistent throughout the lifespan. Furthermore, a 10-year cohort study found that women outperformed men not only on verbal memory, but also on verbal recognition and semantic fluency tasks \[[@CR39]\], suggesting that the female advantage for verbal memory tasks is possibly because women are inclined to use semantic clustering in recall. Contrary to verbal memory, men tended to score higher than women for attention/processing speed/executive function, which is an important cognitive capacity to attend to or to "stay on" a task \[[@CR40]\] to complete a task quickly and accurately under the cognitive control of behavior. However, the results only showed the male advantage in the 50--54 and 65--70 years age groups, consistent with previous reports that age-related associations for processing speed were stronger than other domains \[[@CR41]\]. The SCWT-IT was interpreted to reflect cognitive flexibility. Van der Elst et al. \[[@CR42]\] found clear gender differences on the Stroop interference scores. Nevertheless, the results of regression analyses showed that the influence of age, gender, and education was less profound, which indicated that deficits in Stroop tests may be influenced by intricate factors with concurrent effects.

Gender-specific risk factors for cognitive performance {#Sec15}
------------------------------------------------------

Studying gender differences in cognitive function is a complex and controversial topic. Furthermore, the relevance of biological and environmental factors is not yet clear. Given the gaps in our knowledge of the gender-specific associations between these factors and cognition in previous studies, our results may be of special importance.

The effects of education on women were more substantial than in men for general cognition and attention/processing speed/executive function. As we can see from Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, education could reverse the inferiority in women and even lead to superiority in performance of global and domain-specific cognitive performance. Education may explain most of the gender disparity in cognitive pattern, which was also indicated by Lei et al. from China \[[@CR31]\] and Lee et al. from India \[[@CR43]\]. With respect to verbal memory, we may presume that education could strengthen the semantic clustering in recall. For attention/processing speed/executive function, the Chinese have a larger male advantage in this domain than Americans, with a potential reason being the relatively equivalent access to formal education in developed countries \[[@CR40]\]. In former low-income environments, such as traditional rural China, families may favor sons and large gender gaps in schooling exist in low-income settings. Such long-term educational attainment disparities that Chinese women experience through their life course may affect their cognitive trajectory.

Asides from education, a large range of potentially reversible risk factors for cognitive performance were identified and show gender differences, notably white-collar work, a higher income level, smoking, diabetes, and coronary heart disease for men, and underweight and obesity as well as hypertension for women. Although no significant between-gender differences were observed, the subgroup analysis also indicated that these risk factors should be taken into consideration in the development of gender-specific preventive intervention programs for cognition.

The need for normative data and a comparison with normative scores {#Sec16}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Finally in this study, we provided demographically adjusted and regression-based normative data for 12 cognitive tests. The overall sample size in our study was large and excluded cognitive disorders. The normative data and reference values are finely stratified by the most relevant demographic factors. A quick, efficient, and straightforward method to obtain *z* scores and percentile rank estimates for specific participants is also provided for clinical researchers.

Normative data have been shown to be indispensable for distinguishing normal aging from early transition to cognitive impairment. Undoubtedly, it would be better to endorse age-, gender-, or education-specific cut-off scores based on demographically adjusted normative data in research. As a result, researchers have tried to yield better screening accuracy instead of uniform cut-off scores \[[@CR44], [@CR45]\]. Differences are noted when compared with prior studies for normative scores in the Chinese \[[@CR46], [@CR47]\]. These differences are likely attributed to distinction in reporting of the normative data. The present study employed a regression-based approach instead of typical methods (e.g., means and SDs calculated from raw scores). The problem intrinsically related to the latter is the need for a relatively smaller size of subgroups \[[@CR48]\]. In the regression-based approach, norms are derived from equations by using the data for all the samples and the abovementioned problem disappears with no need for a subdivided sample. Also, the unbalanced data will not affect the norms in the regression-based approach because the estimation of the regression weights cannot be biased by any imbalance in the sample but only results in some loss of statistical power \[[@CR49]\]. Furthermore, normative data and an estimated *z* score (and ultimately percentile rank) can even be obtained for particular participants with certain demographic characteristics out of the sample \[[@CR50]\].

Certain limitations of this study are noted. First, the present cross-sectional study reported "conventional" norms based on exclusion of participants with evident clinical neurodegenerative diseases instead of "robust" norms that follow individuals longitudinally. It further excludes individuals with subclinical/latent neurological diseases, which may provide less appropriate norms and decreased sensitivity to mild deficits \[[@CR51]\], although some research has suggested similarities between two norms in identifying early cognitive impairment \[[@CR52]\]. Second, the present study did not take the residential area into consideration, such as a differentiation between urban and rural regions, which may contribute to local differences in education, occupational experiences, income, and lifestyle over the lifespan. Third, since all the medical variables were self-reported, participants may underestimate their symptoms or hesitate to report their real medical status to avoid being perceived as complainers.

Conclusions {#Sec17}
===========

In summary, this study holds significance as it contributes to the ongoing investigation of gender-specific cognitive patterns and predictors of cognitive performance among middle-aged and elderly Chinese. Males were inclined to outperform females in global cognition and attention/processing speed/executive function, while females tended to do better on verbal memory as well as cognitive flexibility. These cognitive disparities were considerably mitigated or even reversed but not fully explained by education. Meanwhile, the regression-based and demographically adjusted normative score was provided for 12 cognitive tests to serve as an additional resource and guidance for clinical researchers. Taken together, our findings call for future longitudinal follow-up to improve our knowledge of cognitive patterns and related risk factors. We believe that better understanding the biology of gender differences in cognitive patterns will not only be conducive to advocating a healthy lifestyle and promoting gender-specific interventions to prevent or minimize cognitive impairment but will also be integral to the investigation of personalized, gender-specific new therapies.
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AD

:   Alzheimer's disease

ADI

:   Alzheimer's Disease International

AVLT

:   Auditory Verbal Learning Test

AVLT-IR

:   Auditory Verbal Learning Test---immediate recall

AVLT-LR

:   Auditory Verbal Learning Test---long recall

AVLT-SR

:   Auditory Verbal Learning Test---short recall

BMI

:   Body mass index

DSB

:   Digit span backwards

DSF

:   Digit span forwards

EMCOA

:   Effects and Mechanism of Cholesterol and Oxysterol on Alzheimer's disease

FDR

:   False discovery rate

LMT-IR

:   Logical Memory Test---immediate recall

MCI

:   Mild cognitive impairment

MMSE

:   Mini-Mental State Examination

MoCA

:   Montreal Cognitive Assessment Test

PCA

:   Principal component analysis

SCWT-IT

:   Stroop Color-Word Test Interference Trial

SD

:   Standard deviation

SDMT

:   Symbol Digit Modalities Test

TMT

:   Trail Making Test

WMS-RC

:   Wechsler Memory Scale Revised for China
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